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Enzymes are sensitive molecules. They often. have a 
narrow range of conditions under which they operate 
properly. For most of the enzymes associated with plant 
and animal metabolism, there is little activity at low 
temperatures. As the temperature increases, so too does 
the enzyme activity, until the point is reached where the 
temperature is high enough to damage the enzyme's 
structure. At this point, the enzyme ceases to function; a 
phenomenon called enzyme or protein denaturation. 

Extremes in acidity (pH) can also cause the protein 
structure of enzymes to denature. Poisons often work by 
denaturing enzymes or occupying the enzyme's active 
site S9 that it does not function. In some cases, enzymes 

, will not function without cofactors, such as vitamins or 
trace elements. In the four graphs below, the rate of 
reaction or degree of enzyme activity is plotted against 
each of four factors that affect enzyme performance. 
Answer the questions relating to each graph: 

Enzyme concentration 

1. 	 Enzyme concentration 

a). 	 Describe the change in the rate ofreaction when the enzyme concentration 

is increased (assuming that substrate and cofactors are not limiting): 
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2. 	 Substrate concentration 
a). 	 Describe the change in the rate of reaction when the substrate concentration 

is increased (assuming a fixed amount ofenzyme and ample cofactors): 
yY\bYe 9Jbs-tva..u..· £~St.t.y to 

b). Explain why the rate changes the way it does: 	 , 
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Concentration of substrate 

3. 	 Temperature 
Higher temperatures speed up all reactions, but few enzymes can tolerate 

Optlmu'!l temperature 

fOfonzymc 
 temperatures higher than 50-60°C. The rate at which enzymes are denaturedA 

(change their shape and become inactive) increases with higher temperatures. 
a). Describe what is meant by an optimum temperature for enzyme aCJifity: 

. ~O" - ~fi~'W{~ I t. 

b). Explain why most enzyrqes perform poorly at low temperatures: 
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4. < pH (acidity/alkalinity) 

Like all proteins, enzymes and denatured by extremes of pH (very acid or 
Trypsin alkaline). Within these extremes, most enzymes are still influenced by pH. 


Each enzyme has a preferred pH range for optimum activity. 


a). State the optimum pH for each of the eAzymes: I .... 


Pepsin: 1 Trypsin: Q Urease: _\.V_____ 

b). Pepsin acts on proteins in the stomach. Explain how its optimum pH is 
suited to its working environment: 
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The two substrate molecules 
form a single product and are 
released to allow the enzyme 
to work again. 
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Substrate The substrate is cleaved 
The substrate is ~ (broken in two) and the two 
attracted to the enzyme ..........~ products are released to allow 

l., 

""",,3
TU'een ca a60lism and anabolism, giving an example of each and identifyi 

endergonic or exergonic: 

caJa.OO\ ic, 

at could cause enzyme denaturation, explaining how they exert , 

. next activity): 

by the 'active sites'. 

The substrate Is 
subjected to stress 
which will facilitate the 
breaking of bonds. 

the enzyme to work again. 

Catabolic reactions 
Some enzymes can cause a single substrate molecule to be 
drawn into the active site. Chemical bonds are broken, causing 
the substrate molecule to break apart to become two separate 
molecules. Examples: digestion, cellular respiration. 

The substrate 
molecules are 
subjected to stress 
which will aid the 
formation of bonds. 

Anabolic reactions 
Some enzymes can cause two substrate molecules to be drawn 
into the active site. Chemical bonds are formed, causing the 
two substrate molecules to form bonds and become a single 
molecule. Examples: protein synthesis, photosynthesis. 
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